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Abstract: A firsl year- round lim air sampling carried OUi 
a1 lhe Brit.ish Antarctic station Hatley in 2003 shows iso
lOpe and CO2 changes owing to difrusive mixing driven 
by seasonal variations of surface temperature, and gas 
composition of the atmosphere, 

Seasonal firn temperatures are well reproduced from 
the atmospheric temperature hi story. Based on these pro
files thermal diffusion is forced with thermal diffusion 
facto rs Cl'T with respect to air. Appliclltion of the aVllil
able literature data for ore,sNI4 / Nz) leads to a proper 
prediction of the seasonal thernUlI amplitude during the 
entire year. By forcing thcnnal fractionation with a T 
as derived from two dilTerent model approaches and tak
ing into account literature data reasonable results can be 
achieved for COz but not for thermal rractionation of 
180 l(lO and I(lOz in air. The laller is attributcd to an 
inappropriate reproduction of the intermolecular interac
tion fo rces by either model. 

Neither thermal diffusion nor annual variations in (he 
atmospheric COz concentration seem to have a substan
cial e ffect on the COz concentration fina lly conserved in 
air bubbles at the closc--off level. 

Key words: firn ai r, thermal dilTusion. thermal diffusion 
sensitivity, C02. Halley 

I Introduction 

Past climatic conditions can be dcri ved from ice cores 
retrieved from the big ice sheets in Greenland and Antarc
tica. This paleo-archive is unique as it is the only one 
providi ng the hi story of the atmosphere's gas composi
tion, which is trapped in air hubbIes occludcd in the icc. 
The interpretat ion of these gas records, however, requires 
a prec ise understanding of the air enclosure process. 

An ice sheet is fornlcd by accumulation of snow pre
cipitation. The snow f1akes initially deposited as a loose 

cover on the surface gradually change their shape and 
merge together. This way the snow layers become dcn
silied until fina lly the snow loses its air permeability, at 
which point it is considered to be glacier ice. The imer
mediate stage between snow and ice is called fim . Dur
ing the diagenesis from snow to ice air is isolated and 
occluded into the iee. Further densi!ieation of the glacier 
ice results from compression of the occluded air bubbles 
until the density of ice, Pice , is rem:hed. 

Snow diagenesis lakes place in three differcnt stages, 
which arc settling, sintering and further densi fi cat ion by 
compaction lI4] . SCllling is characterized by roundi ng 
and rearrangcment of the snow grains until grain pack
ing is no longer effective. The corresponding density is 
referred to as the critical density P55 LI J empiricall y de
tell11ined to be at about 550 kg 111 - 3 114J. Above P5,s 
sintering 118 J is responsible for further densification. Icc 
grai ns, which arc brought together, stick to one another 
and form bonds and in doing so, grain centers approach 
each other. While these bonds arc growing, air becomes 
gradually separated in- between the snow grains [40J . 
Analysis of the geometric bubble volume by Schwan
der and Stauffer [33 J on an ice core from Siple Station , 
Antarctica reve:lled that 80 % of the air is occluded in 
air bubbles within the density inverval 795 ::; P ::; 830 
kg 111- 3 . From measurements of the total air content on 
ice samples from various sites Martinerie et al. L25, 261 
deri ved an average air isolation levcl depending on the 
annual mean site temperature and Pice , which is located 
in the density inverval mentioned above. Following the 
common language use this iso lation level is heretofore re
ferred to as closc--off density Pco as it was established by 
Sowers et al. [391. Pco represents the density at which the 
air is finally occluded in air bubbles. Thus, considering 
firn as a porous mixture of air and snow grains covering 
the uppermost about 50 to 150 m of an icc sheet, this level 
is also named the lirn-ice-transition. Above this density 
further dellsificat ioll up to Pice (~920 kg m- 3 , compare 
Table 2) is possible by external compaction only. A more 
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Figure I: Geograpicaf iliaI' of Antarctica (provided by 
D. Steinfwge. Alfred Wegener "mill/lefor Polar and M(/
rille Re~·ea ,.(:h. Bremerlwl'ell, Germany). Research .vta
(iolls are marked by diamonds, while stars represenr var
iOlls deep drillin8 siles. The British Anrarclic OI'enl'illler
inc simion Haffey is loea/edat 75° 35'S. 26° 34'\V all the 
81"/1111 ice shelf. 

detailed discussion of lim transform.llion is given in Blu
nier and Schwander l4j. 

Air becomes occluded into air bubbles only at the fim
icc-transition. Thus, in the porous fim layer above, lim 
air can exchange with the overlying atmosphere on a 
timescale of decades by molecular diffusion. This means 
Ihal an air bubble contains a mixture of atmospheric air 
covering a certain time period. This has two implications: 
The age of the gas is younger compared to the age of the 
ice at the same depth. Furthermore, the gas age cannot 
be givcn as a simple value but has 10 be exprcssed by an 
age distribution function. This age distribution function is 
convolved with the corresponding atmospheric hislOry of 
the gas [31 [. In addition, a second convolution [31 [ orig
inates from the gradual air enclosure process [331. More 
detailed information about the estimation of the gas age 
is given in Blunier and Schwander [4[. 

Air mixing in the porous lim layer is primarily driven 
by diffusion. In addition, secondary processes such as 
fractionation effects during bubble elose-{)ff [16, 35J or 
convective mixing [5] overlay diffusive mixing and lead 
to changes in the composition of the oceluded gas. Re
garding diffusive mixing the fim column can be divided 
in three different zones, which are the convective zone, 
the diffusive zonc and thc non--diffusive zone [391 (sce 
also Blunier and Schwander [4[ for dctail). 

The convective zone is a well mixed layer located di
rcctly below the snow surface, where air mixi ng is pre
dominantly controlled by surfacc meteorology. 

• 

The diffusive zone rcaches from the bottom of the con
vective zone down to just above the lim-icc-transition. 
Air mixing in thc diffusive zonc is strongly drivcn by dif
fusion whcrc in addition to ord inary diffusion, gravita
tional enrichment [6, 301 and thermal separation [21, 381 
play an important rolc. 

The non--diffusive zone finally, describes the depth 
level, in which air no longcr exchanges with thc atmo
sphere, but not all air is trapped in bubbles. In this region. 
frac tionation processes occur, which can significantly af
fect the composition of elemental ratios, such as 02/N2 
or Ar/N2 [16,351. 

TIl is study foc uses on the fractionation of isotopes and 
C02 in fim air as a result of seasonal variations in the 
atmospheric parameters gas composition and tempera
ture. Seasonal vary ing atmospheric concentrations be
come smoothed in the lim air owing to diffusion. Atmo
spheric temperature variations lead to themlal gradients 
in the tim column, which lead to thermal fractionation. 

Detailed investigations of temperature induced iso
topic fractio nation havc been carried out by Landais et a1. 
[19! or Kawamura et al. 1171 on summer fim air from 
NorthGR IP or by Severinghaus et a1. [361 on summer lim 
air from Siple Dome. A first study taking into account 
also Ihe winter season was carried out by Severinghaus 
et al. [36] on lim air from South Pole. In the present 
study for the firs t time fim ai r profiles covering the entire 
year arc investigated. 

In order to simulate thc fractionation e ffec ts a 
l--dimensional diffusion-temperature model based on 
Schwander et al. l31, 32] is applied (section 2). The 
model approach requires thermal diffusion factors aT 

with respect to air. Apart from 15Nu N only a few mea
surements of these quantities aTe reported in the litera
ture. which only partly cover the polar temperature range. 
Therefore. two model approaches (according to Leucn
berger ct a1. [211 or van deT Valk [431. respectively) are 
;lpplied in order to caleulate the aT. A detailed descrip
tion of these models (based on the Lennard- Jones poten
tial) is given in appendix A. 

In section 4 simulatcd fim temperature and firn air pro
liles are compared with a year-round multi proxy data 
set sampled at the British Antarctic overwintering station 
l'lalley (75° 35'S, 26° 34'W, sec Figure I). Sample col
lection and analysis are described in section 3, while a 
small box model developed to correct sample levels for 
accumulation and tim densitication (sec appendix B) is 
applied and evaluated. 

2 Simulation or dilTusion and heat conduc
tion in the firn 

Diffusion in the lim column is simulated with a 1-
dimensional diffusion model based on Schwander et al. 
[31, 32]. The l--dimensional diffusion eqUlltion solved 
for a time step of about 1.5 days and a vertical resolution 
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of 2 10 12 em has the following form: 

ac, la " .. 1 -a, ~ --a LJ~ + J grav + JT D , 
Sop Z 

where sop is the open porosity (see below). 

(I) 

The vertical transfer rate of ordinary diffusion (units 
m- 2 S- I . i.e. particles per area and lime) is represented 
by 

. DOc, 
J~ = - eaz' (2) 

C, is the concentration of a gas I in m- 3 (i.e. particles 
per volume), z the fim depth in m and De the effective 
diffusivity in m2 S- 1 (sec below). 

Gravitational separation leads to an accumulation of 
hcavicr gas molecules towards thc OOllom of the fim col
umn. The transfcr flux owing to gravitational separation 
can be expressed as 

(3) 

where jgrolJ has the units m- 2 S- I. mAl is the molecu
lar wcight o f a gas species I in kg, 9 = 9.82 111 s- 2 thc 
gravitational accelcration, k = 1.380GG· 10- 23 J K- l 

the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature in K. For 
stationary conditions the gravitational enrichment can be 
expressed with the barometric formula 

(4) 

as stated by Craig and Wiens [6[ and Schwander [30[. 
Equation 4 is the solution of equation 3, when the partial 
prcssure (in Pal of a gas molccule in depth z, p(z), is rc

lated to the corresponding concentration Cl by CI = ~. 
Po = eokT represents the initial partial pressure in Pa. AI 
the molar mass in kg mol - I of the gas and R = 8.314 J 
mol - l K- l the gas constant. Linking equation 4 with the 
standard delta notation (equation 13), the gravitational 
enrichment of an isotope species A X in depth z results 
in 

A (l:::.M9Z ) t}.J X grov = exp----n:t' - 1 ·1000 %0. (5) 

Thus , gravitational fractionation increases with the differ
ence of the molar masses l:::. J.\l of two gas species. Fur
thermore, the gravitational slope increases for a negative 
temperature gradient in the tim column and vice versa 
(see Weiler L47 I for detail). 

The thermal diffusion effect can be described as the 
tendency of the heavier species to move towards the 
colder regions L12j. i.e. a mass transport driven by a 
temperature gradient *. According to the Chapmann 
Enskog theory the thermal diffusion process can be ex
pressed as 

0 r lli01I20 aT 
T f}z' 

(6) 

providing a binary mix ture (i.e. 7110 + 11 20 = 1, where n iO 

is the molar fract ion of substance I frac tionating with re
spect to substance 2 with molar fraction n :.w) subjcet to 
no external forces, unifonll pressurc, and prov ided uni
form mean thernlal velocities of the gas molecules [121. 

Assuming TI to be the reference temperature integra
tion of equation 6 in- between the limits T\ and T2 leads 
to 

where again the standard delta notation (equation 13) 
was applied (sec also Leuenberger ct al. 121 D. Thus. 
for stationary conditions and in a binary mixture. ther
mal fractionation of an isotope species in air A X can be 
estimated from the concentration ratio at T\ and T2 or 
from the temperature ratio itself, if aT is known (see also 
Weiler L47j for detail). 

Combination of Fick' s 1st law j = - Dei; with 

equation 6 (where c\ {z) = ''V(~~), \f {z) is the gas vol
ume) leads to the following form for the transfer nux orig
inating from thermal fractionation j T D ( in m - 2 S- I): 

'. __ D a TC! 1120 f}T 
J7 D - e T oz' (8) 

a T denotes the dimensionless thermal diffusion factor 
depending on thc ratio of masses and diameters of the 
two species of the binary mix ture and their corresponding 
interaction forces (l12 j, compare appendix A). Temper
nture driven concentration changes simply follow ing the 
idcal gas law are neglccted in this contcxt as they have a 
much shortcr time constant than diffusion. 

Diffusion in the porous fim is ruled by the cross section 
of the pores but also by their orientation and \Opography 
as pore space is tortuous. Pore space in the fim is de
scribed by its porosity, while thc total porosity s is the 
sum of open porosity sop and closed porosity Sd [30j. 
C losed porosity is estimated from measurements of the 
bubble volume of an ice core from Siple Station, Antarc
tica [33 I as described in Schwander [301 and Blunicr and 
Schwander [4[. 

Tortuosity in case of gas diffusion through porous mc
dia is known as the ratio of the diffusivity in the free space 
Do (in m2 S- l) to the diffusivity in the porous medium 

[81' 
Do 

q = s oP 'D ' , (9) 

wherc De is the effective diffusivity (units m2 S- I). From 
mcasurements of the diffusion coefficient on icc sam
ples from Siple Station, Antarctica 134], the following 
parametrisation of the tortuosity factor is revealed [31 I: 

fJPar = 1 + 0.5· (1 - sop) · (a + (1 - a) · s;;/ ). (10) 
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Figure 2: Flow scheme of Ihe diffusion- lemperailire 
model based 011 Schwilllder el al. 131, 32/. The jim is 
cOllsidered 10 be sttlf;C, while COllcelltratioll as flillctioll 
of temperafllre alld dijJllsil'ity is treared dynamical/yo The 
jim CO/1I11/11 is limited by the c/ose-ojJregioll at the lower 
boundary and by the atmosphere 011 the surface. 

As the densification process is dependent on atmospheric 
tcmperature variations, snow accumulation and the expo
sure of the snow surface to the atmosphere, tortuosity has 
to be detemlined for each site. This is realized by the pair 
of the free parameters (t and f3 for which the best agree
ment between measured and modeled fim air profile of 
a reference tracer with known atmospheric history (like 
C02 or CH4) can be achieved (0' = 0.78 and f3 = 2.5 for 
Siple Station L34]). 

Combination of equations 9 and 10 leads to the expres
sion for the effective diffusivity De according to 

( II) 

where the additional fac tor k Tp expresses the dimension
less correction of the diffusion coefficient 10 standard 
temperature (273.15 K) and pressure (10 13.25 hPa) ac
cording to Andrussow and Schramm L2J. 

Heat transfer in the lim column is calculated based 
on heat conduction [321. The l--dimensional equation of 
heat transfer in the fim has the following form [27[: 

aT a ( aT) 
p{z)c8Pa, = fJz f\, fJz ' ( 12) 

where 1\ is the themlal conductivity in W m- ] K- I de
pending on tempefllture and density p{z) (in kg m- 3) at 
depth z (according to Schwander et al. [32[). c8p repre
sents the specific heat capacity of icc as function of tem
perature (according to Paterson [27J, units J kg- ] K- ]) . 

gas M Co Do l) 
(kg mol - I) (%) (10- 5 m2 S- I) 

CO, 0.044 0.0275 1.188 
]SNI.1N 0.029 0.289 1.569 
]4N2 0.028 77.5 1.583 
]80160 0.034 0.042 1.568 
HJ02 0.032 20.9 L590 
36Ar 0.036 0.0028 1 1.544 
40Ar 0.040 0.934 1.509 
1) according to Reid and Sherwood [281 

Table I: Characteristics of the gas Sl)ecies il1l'estigatelJ 
ill this stlldy. AI is tlte molar mass in kg mo{- I. Co rep
resellfs the initial (t = 0) concellfration gil'en ill %. Do 
is the free air diffusivily with respeCIIO air (M = 0.029 
kg mol- I) calcularedfor the .file Nalley (linin 10- 5 m2 

s- ] ). 

The box model is set up such that initially each box con
tains the same air mass. Thus, owing to decreasing pore 
volume with depth, for 2000 boxes vertical resolution in
creases from 2 cm at the surface to 12 cm at the bottom 
Pco of the fim column (see Weiler [471 for detail). 

Figure 2 gives an overview of the setup of the diffu
sion model based on Schwander et al. [3 1. 32J. The fim 
structure rcpresented by the physical parameters density, 
porosity and tonuosity is treated statically. In contrast, 
diffusive mixing, which varies with the temperature dis
tribution in the fim and drives the concentration profile 
is treated dynamically. The lower boundary of the lim is 
represented by the pore c1osc-off region. Le. the close
off density Peo. Concentration at the lower boundary is 
arbitrarily held at the initial value co, while temperature 
is set to the temperature of the overlyi ng box after each 
time step. 

The fim surface on the other hand. is exposed to the at
mosphere and thus, atmospheric concentration and tem
perature histories drive thc concentrat ion profilcs in the 
lim. Table I summarizes the main infonnation required 
of each gas for the site Hallcy. Frce air diffusivity Do 
is calculated according to Reid and Sherwood [28J with 
respect 10 air (M = 0.029 kg mol - I). Co represents the 
initial (t = 0) atmospheric concentration corresponding 
to the preindustrial composition of Eanh's atmosphere 
(C02 concentration of 1720 AD as reconstructed from 
Law Dome icc core data [9[). Principal site parameters 
forcing the diffusion- tcmperaturc modcl arc summari zed 
in Table 2 fo r Hal lcy. Note, that the close-off density Peo 

calcu lated based on Halley site temperature is a theoret
ical value on ly necessary to drive the model. This is as 
Halley is located on the ice shelf, i.e. noating on sea wa
ter. Thus, the dcnsification process at larger depth will 
significantly differ from the conditions of the dry snow 
zone. 

Temporal diseretisation of equations I and 12 is real
ized by the implicit Crank-Nicolson scheme [7J in order 
to simulate dynmnic modification of concentration and 
temperaturc of the fim air. The Crank- Nicolson scheme 
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parameter unit Halley 

() 0C - 19.1 I) 
A * kgm2 a- 1 367 2 ) 

Po hPa 983 I ) 

Po kg 111 - 3 394.4 3) 

Pice 4 ) kg rn- 3 919.3 
Peo S) kgrn- 3 (818.7) 
I) data provided by IlAS. READER project 

2) data provided by BAS 

3) extrapolated from CRYOSTAT lim core 

4) according 10 lJader [31 
5) according to Martineric 1'\ .11. [25. 261 

Table 2: Site paramelers for Halley. () is rhe site 
tempera/lire in °C based on Halley station temperalt/re 
(mOil/lily mean vallles slln'eyed by British Alllaretic 
SlIn'ey (BAS) in the frame of the READER pmject
REference Antaretic Data for EIII'irollmenlal Resetlreh. 
IlItp ://II'II'II'.alll{l retica. aC.llkimetlREA DERlslllfacelHlll
/ey.AII.tcmperalt/re.rxr), A * the melln al1l1l1al accII
mll/alioll ill kg 111 - 2 s- 1 lIS deril·ed from snow stake 
lI1eaSllremelltS (daw IJ/VI'ided by BAS) alld Po tlte mean 
stalioll pressure ill ItPa (determined from Halley sratioll 
dara plVl'ided by BAS, READER project). Po represellls 
the sUlface density (based 011 the density record of the 
CRYOSTAT jim core, see section 3), Pice fhe ice density 
calclllated (Iccortfing to BatieI' {3J and Peo the close--off 
density (accordillg to Martillerie et 01. 125, 261). Afl (fell
sities are gil'ell ill kg 111 - 3. Oll'illg to Ihe locatioll of the 
site Nalley Oil the ice shelf (I densificatiol! different from 
dellsijicarioll ill the lil)' SIIOW ZOlle has 10 be e,'pecled. 
Thlls. Peo is a theoretical mfue ollly. 

has the big advantage that it remains stable for any com
binations of time step and spatial resolution rn A more 
detailed description of the diffusion-temperature model 
is given in Weiler r47J. 

Accuracy of thc l--dimensional diffusion- temperature 
model is estimated from comparing the model output (nu
merical solution) to the stationary (analytical) solution of 
the diffusion equation for gravitation (equation 5) and 
thermal diffusion (equation 7). The numerical solution 
is achieved by forcing the model with a constant concen
tration input and a stationary temperature gradient within 
the firn column, Combination of the deviations between 
numerical and analytical solution for gravitation and ther
mal diffusion (by application of the error propagation rule 
from Gauss) leads to the following accuracies (for 2000 
boxes and a time step of about 1.5 days) L471: 3.5 per meg 
for 15 N 1'IN in 14N2 , 3.4 per meg for 180 160 in 160 2 ,5.0 
per meg for 36 Ar in 40 Ar and 5,2 pptv for CO2 . 

Sample collection and analysis 

In order to investigate lhe effect of seasonal atmo
spher ic variability on the composition of fim air a year
round survey was carried out in the frame of thc Euro
pcan project CRYOSTAT (CRYOsphcric STudies of At-

mospheric Trends in stratospherically and radiutively im
ponant gases) at the new Clean Air Sector Laboratory 
(CASLAB) located at the British Antarctic overwinter
ing station Halley (75° 35'S, 26° 34'w' sec Figure I) in 
2003. To minim ise contaminat ion, CAS LAB was located 
I km from the main base at Halley, and was normally up
wind of the main base and generators. No mOlOrised ve
hicle access was allowed 10 CAS LAB during operations, 

Fim air samples were taken once every two month with 
a method similar to the "tube method" used by Severing
haus et al. [37, 361 to sample air in sand dunes and firn air 
at South Pole. An approximately 21 m long fim core (re
ferred to as the CRYOSTAT core) was drilled with a hand 
auger at a distance of about 80 m upwind of CAS LAB. A 
sct of OEKABON- tubes (I 14" 00) wi th various lengths 
;md a thermistor string were placed in the hole (see Fig
ure 3), whieh was backfilled with kiln--dried high- purity 
quanz sand (to 40 cm below the surface) of lower perme
ability than the surrounding lim in order 10 seal the hole 
from surface air. The remaining part of the hole up to the 
surface was filled with snow 10 avoid a disturbance of the 
temperaturc profile due to heat abSOll>lion by the sand. 
Great care was taken not to trample or otherwise disturb 
the snow surrounding the fim hole more than necessary 
either during the preparation work or thereafter. Samples 
were taken from seven different depth levels (surface, I 
111,2.5111,5 Ill, 7.5 m, 10 m, 15111 and 20 tn, sec Figure 
3). The DEKABON tubes were Ii lied with partiele traps 
(quartz wool) at their inlets. Fim temperature was contin
uously monitored at 0,67 Ill. 1,67 m, 2.67 m, 3,67 Ill, 4,67 
tn, 5.67 Ill , 8.17 tn , 10.67 Ill, 15.67 III and 20.67 tn depth. 
To monitor actual air temperature additional thermistors 
were placed on the surface and I III above the snow. 

Further wider-bore (3/8" 00) DEKABON lines ran 
back to the CASLAB where a diaphragm vacuum pump 
and a metal bellows pump were used to evacuate (not the 
glass flasks), then flush and fill the sample flasks respec
tively. A l1on--dispersive infrared gas analyser (LiCOR 
LI-7000) was used to cont inuously monitor CO2 in the 
air pumped from the lim hole prior to flask filling at each 
depth layer (maximum 5 minutes of flushing at5 litre per 
minute). This was 10 ensure that all contemporary or stag
nant air had been flushed from the lines before sampling. 

The data set consists of samples stored in three dif
ferent types of containers: 0,5 I glass flasks (University 
of Bern, as frOIll here referred to as GF), 3 I stainless 
steel containers (RESTEK SikoCans from University of 
East Anglia, UK, referred to as SC3) and 6 1 stainless 
steel containers (RESTEK SilcoCans from University of 
Bern, referred 10 as SC6). Ai r was filled in glass flasks for 
all six sampling dates and depth levels. No samples are 
available between 0 III and 2.5 m for the December profile 
as these flasks broke during the filling procedure. In order 
to have a beller coverage of the depth range relevant for 
seasonality, replicate samples stored in 6 I stainless steel 
containers were taken (at a Ill, 2.5 III and 7.5 m). Finally, 
as some ofthc glass flask samples were of poorer quality, 
SC3 samples were used to confirm the results. 
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Figure 3: Scheme of the ill silll jim air samplillg s)'s
{elll IIUl/lIt Halley. Each depth lel'el was eqllipped lI"ilh a 
separale DEKABON-lube merging alllllllllt; p0/1 mil'e. 
To monitor the fim temperalllre, (/ thermistor slrillg lI"as 
illsllllled. 

Samples were analysed with 1m isotope rat io mass spec
trometer (IRMS) at the Uni versity of Bern . The in
Strument used is a Finnigan MAT Delta Plus XP IRMS 
(11lcrmo Electron, Bremen, Ocrnllll1y) equipped with a 
special dual inlet allowing measurements in continuous 
fl ow (Y-shaped open split l22)). TIle setup at the Univer
sity o f Bem allows the simultaneous analysis o f isotopes 
(61SN, 6 180. 636Ar) a nd elemental ratios (6C021N2 rele
vant for this st udy). TIle technique to measure CO2 con
centra tions by mass spectrometry is described in Leuen
berger et al. l23J. A more dctlliled descript ion of the ex
perimental set- up is given in Sturm 14 11 . 

Results are given in the standard delta notation. This 
means, that the isotopic (or ele mental) ratio of a sample 

gas [~l is recorded as the re lative deviation from a , s, 
standard gas [~J St' which has the same composition 

as the present day atmosphere, Taking B X as the iso
tope of higher abundance (e.g. 14N2) compared to A X 
(e.g, I° NI4N) the Slandard del ta nOiation has thc follow
ing form: 

,AX ~ ([~L -1) -1000%, _ (13) 

[ . X 1 
7TX St 

The analytical set-up leads to an instrument precision 
of (16.9 ± 5.4) per meg (I per meg = 1 . 10- 3 %,,) for 
61°N, (41.3 ± 14.7) per meg for &180. (193.2 ± 64.8) per 
meg for (\"36 Ar and (60.6 ± 58.6) per meg for (\"C0 21N2 
[41 [. 

Owing to experimental problems in the fi eld espe
cially some of the OF-samples are o f poorer quality. 
We use a criterion based on the atmospheric CO2 his
lOry recorded for Halley (flask samples in monthly res
o lut ion provided by Thomas J. Conway from NOAA 
- National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admi nistration, 
hllp:llwww.esrl.noaa.gov/gmdl [421) to identify these 
out liers. In fact, measured CO2 surface concen trations 
:Ire nonnal ised to the NOAA results separately for each 
container type (GF, SC6, SC3) amI 1malysis run. Based 
on these offsets CO2 profi les arc shifted. Thi s is to 
account for variations in the configuration of the mass 
sp<..'C trometer and slight di ffe rences in the referencc gas 
(working standard) compared to the NOAA standard 
(http://www,esrl.noaa.gov/gmdlccgglrefgasesfstdgascs. 
html). 

Outliers are identified from the normalised data set ac
cording to the followi ng criterion: Fim air profiles are 
atTected by atmospheric seasonality down to about 15 III 

depth as dcrived front the temperature distribution in the 
fi rn (Figure 4) and the fim ai r profiles (section 4). Withill 
this depth mnge C02 concentrations arc expected to vaT)' 
around the reference va lue (NOAA data) by ±O.7 ppmv 
owing to thermal diffusion (section 4.3), while addit ional 
atmospheric seasonali ty in CO2 is impl ici tly considered 
by the NOAA Halley record. In addition, a concentra
tion reduction with depth of 2 ppmv with respect to the 
surface value is acceptable, which is the order of mag
nitude of the recent annual C02 increase (compare Tans 
and Conway [42]) and only we1lkly smoothed out by air 
mixi ng in the fi m. Owing to the distinct temporal C02 
increase no concentrations higher than the correspond
ing atmospheric value arc reasonable be low 15 m depth. 
Only samples with CO2 concentrations fulfilling these 
conditions are accepted (compare Weiler [471 for detail). 
In summary, 19 of the altogether 48 glass flask samples 
(GF), 5 of the altogether 27 samples stored in 3 litre stain
less steel containers (SC3), and 2 of the altogether 18 
stored in 6 litre stainless steel containers (SC6) had to 
be rejected. 

In addition, as mentioned abovc. the data set is sub
jected to systematic errors originating from experi men
tal problems during the sampling procedure in the field, 
which occured mostly in April and June. A measure to 
identify samples affected by systematic errors is tile nor
mali1.ation interval (grey shaded areas in Figure 12 of ap
pend ix C) represcnting the maximum or minimum shift 
of the profi les in order to (.'q ual the NOAA reference on 
the surface. Only those values covered by the normaliza
tion interval arc assumed to be rculistic. Note, thai the 
February sampling date is not considered for this proce
dure as diffusive mixi ng is expected to be overlayed by 
surface convection in case of this profi le (sec section 4.2). 
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Normalisation of the analysed isotopic ratios discussed 
in this study is carried out on the revi sed data set. Based 
on the assumption that isotopic ratios of the working stan
dard represent the CUITent atmosphere isotopes are nor
mali sed with respect to a surface value of 0 %". 515 N ;lI1d 
5180 samples subjected to systematical errors are iden
tilied in the same way, as for C0 2 (compare Figures 10 
and II of appendix C). Due to an unreali stic width of 
the nomlalization interval in case of 536Ar no reasonable 
selection of data points affected by systematic errors was 
possible. ro r thi s rcason and owing to the higher expcri
mental uncertainty (sce above) the 536 Ar profil es arc not 
presented in thi s study. 

4 Firn air mixing driven by atmospheric sea~ 

SODality 

In the following scetions the multi-proxy data set 
(described in section 3) retrieved from Halley fim in 
2003 shall be discussed with respect to seasonal vari
ation s wi thin the uppermost 25 m of the firn column. 
The main focus is put on the prediction of seasonally
induced temperature and concentration variations with 
the l-dimensional diffusion- temperature model (section 
2). whil e the model is forced with atmospheric temper
ature and concentration hi stories. Different predictions 
of the thermal diffusion factors (Table 3 of appendix A) 
are applied and results are compared with the fim air data 
SCI. In addition, the applicability of a depth correction 
is investigated on the borehole temperature profiles. The 
depth correction (described in appendi x B) takes into ac
count temporal shifting of the lim air sampling setup and 
the thermi stors owing to accumulation and densification. 

4.1 Seasonal variations in firn temperature 
Heat transfer in the fim column is calculated accord

ing to equ:ltion 12, where the thennal conductivity I\, is 
derived from 11m density and the thermal conductivity of 
pure ice [32 1. In order to evaluate. whe ther this model 
applies to the seasonal tempermure variation in the tim 
column , fim lemper:ltures obt:lined from borehole mea
surements (thermistor string, compare section 3) arc com
pared to the modelled temperature profil es. 

The temperature model through 2002 is forced with at
mospheric Halley stmion temperatu re data. From 1957 to 
2002 we t:lke monthly mean values surveyed by BAS in 
the frame of the READER project. For 2003 the :ltmo
spheric input is based on high resolution (1 5 min) tem
per:llures measured I m above the surface near Halley 
Station (data provided by P.S. Anderson, pers. comm.). 
In order to reach coinc idence with the resolution of the 
previous years the high resolution data set is smoothed 
with a running mean using a window size of 30 d:lys. Be
fore 1957 Halley tempermure input is estimmed by the 
mean sl:ltion tempermure of about 254 K (T:lble 2). 

Figure 4 shows the fim temperature profiles obtained 
rrom borehole measurements (black diamonds) together 
with the tcmperature modcl results (black lines) as a func-

lion of firn depth. Borehole temperatures were monitored 
on fim air sampling dates between Fcbruary and Dccem
ber of 2003 in three hourly intcrv:lls. 

A station:lry temperature increase of about 2 K be
tween 7.5 III and 20 III depth is observable from the bore
hole data. This temperature gradient originates from a 
OOllom heat flux induced by sea water as Halley is lo
cated on the Brunt icc shelf (compare Figure I). [n or
der to simulate the effcct of this situation on the tem
perature profile, fim temperature is initi:llized based on 
the detected temperature incre:lsc between 10 :lnd 20 m 
depth. According 10 thi s trend the lower bound:lry of the 
dilTusion- temperature model m 90 m depth is held con
stant. which is sufficient reg:lrding the discussion of sea
sonality in the firn :lir profil es. Seasonally induced tem
perature variations in the uppermost about 10 III (compare 
Figure 4) do not affect the temperature gradient. 

The depth shift owing to densificat ion of the 11 m :lnd 
further :lccul11ulation is clearly represented by the upper
most sampling level. Wh ile a distinct diurnal cycle of 
about 6 K is initially observable on the surface temper
:lIUre me:lsured in February 2003 (Figure 4a) variations 
:Ire attenuated to approximatcly I K at end of April (Fig
ure 4b). At this time, the surface sample is predicted by 
the box model (appcndix B) to be about 0.63 III below the 
surface. Th is is in good agreement wi th a temperature 
varimion of :lpproximately I K in February measured by 
the thermistor in 0.67 m depth. In August the diurnal 
cycle is nOl detectable :lnymore by the uppermost ther
mistor, which is predicted to be at about 0.9 m depth at 
this time. 

lllUS, correction of the sample levels (appendix B) is 
supported by a good agreement between borehole dm:l 
(black diamonds in Figurc 4) and the output of the tem
perature model (black lines). An exception is :In irregu
brity detected for August (Figure 4<1), where the upper
most borehole temperature values ele:lrly devime from 
the predicti on of the temperature model. As the shape 
of the measured iempermure prolile (slight temperature 
decrease between the uppennost and the following sam
ple level) is different from the modelled profile (approx
imatcly constant temperature within lhe firs l meter be
low the surface) the diserepance between model and dm:l 
seems to origin:lte not from the depth correction. Rather 
smoothing of the atmospheric temperature input (running 
mean , sec above) might be the reason for the lower sur
f:lce temperature predicted by the temperature model. 

Th us, we conelude, that lhe seasonal cyc le in fim tcm
perature induced by atmospheric temperature variations 
on the surface is well predictcd by thc temperature model 
of Schwander et al. [32 1. Furthermore, the box model 
(append ix B) seems to be appropriate in order to simulate 
the sinking of the sample levels owing to lim densific:l
tion and further accumulation during the entire ye:lr. 

Fim air profiles discussed in the follow ing sections arc 
based on thesc fim temperatures. 
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4.2 Isotopic fractiona tion 
Isotopic fractionation is investigated for the species 

815 N and 8180. Figures 5 :md G show the profiles re
vealed for Halley betwecn February (Figures 5a and Ga) 
and December (Figures Sf and 61) 2003. As mentioned 
earlier (section 3) the data set consists of samples stored 
in various container types (GF. SC3, SC6). In addition, 
an;llysis of the sampled lim air was carried oUi in dif
fere nt runs ranging from 2003 to 2007. Glass flasks (GF) 
were analysed in 2003 (open triangles), 2004 (fi lled trian
gles) and 2005 (reversed filled triangles). Analysis of the 
G-liter stainless steel containers (SC6) was carried out in 
2003 (circles) and 2004 (fi lled circles). 3-litcr stainless 
steel containers (SC3) finally. <Ire represented by open 
squares (2006 11m) and filled squares (2007 run). 

Under the assumption. that the standard gas (working 
standard) has the same isotopic composition as the atmo
sphere in Halley. data arc normalized with respcctto 0 %c 
on the surface (compare section 3). Thus. compared to 
the full data set as presented in Figures 10 (8 15N) and II 
(OISO) of appendix C, only data points covered by the 
normalisation interval (grey shaded areas in Figures 10 
and I I) are eonsidered for the following diseussion. 

Additionally, profiles arc corrected for the depth shift 
owing to fim densification and snow accum ulation as de
scribed in section B. In contrast to the uppermost ther
mistor (Figure 3 in section 4.1) surface llir represents am
bient air and thus, this sample level remains at 0 m depth. 

Assuming the atmospheric nitrogen isotopic composition 
to have remained temporally conslant [24lthe diffusion
temperature model is forced with a constant concentra
tion input of CO = 0.289 % representing the contribu
tion of 15NI4N to Earth's atmosphere (compare Table I). 
Thermal diffusion of 15NI4N with respect to N2 (repre
senta tive for air) is simulated with aT = 3.7· 10- 3 (sec 
Table 3 of appendix A) calculated according to the log
arithmic fit of Leuenberger et al. 121]. The OT given by 
Leuenbergeret al. [21] agree well with the measurements 
of Grachev and Severinghaus lll] (compare Figure 9 of 
appendix A). Based on this agreement. we use ± 3 % as 
the uncertainity for aT :Iccording to Grachev and Sever
inghaus [II]. 

Figure 5 shows the nonnalized Halley 8 15 N fim air 
profiles. The 015N a.~ the result of diffusive air mixing 
simulated with the diffusion- temperature model is de
picted as black lines. Grey shaded areas represcntthe un
cenainity of 01' . In summer, i.e. when lim temperature is 
lower within the fim compared to the surface (see Figures 
4a and 41) the heavier 15NI4N (0.029 kg mol - I) is en
riched in the fim with respect to t4 Nz (0.028 kg mol - I). 
The opposite behaviour is observable for the winter 
month (Figures 5c and 5d), Accordingly, the temperature 
reversal in autumn (Figure 4b) and spring (Figure 4e) is 
represented by a twofold thermal oscillation in the fim air 
profi les. 

Taking into account the error range of the data (one 
standard deviation) and the ul1cenainity of the themlal 
diffusion factor OT (grey shadcd areas in Figure 5), mo
delled and measured profiles arc in good agreement. 
Thennal diO'usion is represented by the bell-shaped de
formation of the profiles. An exception is the February 
profile. where the seasonal thermal amplitude is over
estimated by the diffusion- temperature model by about 
0.05 'Ai", As 0'1' of 15NI'lN in 1.1NZ is well determined 
[21, II] and the disagreement between model and data is 
observable independently of the container type or analy
sis run. it is interpretated as a signal. The attenuation of 
the thermal osci llation is allributed to surface convection 
IS] overlaying diffusive mixing, while a convective zone 
with an extension of not more than 0.5 m is expected f47] . 

[n order to si mulate the fractionation of 180 160 in wOz, 
the diffusion-temperature model is forced with a constant 
input of CO = 0.042 % for the simulation of ISOl60 in air 
and CO = 20.9 % for modelling diffusive mixing of 160 2 
in air. Both concentrations correspond to the contribution 
of the isotopes to Eanh's atmosphere (compare Table I). 
Concentration input is chosen this way as no notable re
cent atmospheric variation of 8180 could be detected so 
farl41]. 

Simulation of thermal fract ionation of 8180 requires 
the thcrmal diffusion fac tors of ISOl60 in air and 160 2 
in ai r. However, on ly for the laller quantity measurements 
are avai lable in literature. Thus, as a first estimate the 01' 

;Ire calculated following the model approach of Leuen
berger and Lang l20J and the model diseussed in van der 
Valk [43] (see appendix A for both). Black lines in Fig
ure 6 represent the forcing according to Leuenberger and 
Lang [20] (i.e. 0'1' = 25.0.10- 3 for thermal fractionation 
of 180 160 in ai r and 0"'1' = 14.6.10- 3 for thermal frac
tionation of 160 2 in air). The m(xiel output obtained from 
a1' = 23.5.10- 3 eSO l60 in air) and 0"1' = 13.9.10- 3 

(160 2 in air) according to van der Valk [431 is depicted 
as black dashed lines. Obviously both approaches lead 
to similar themlal diffusion fac tors revealing a maximum 
deviation of 0.032 'Aie in the predicted thernlal oseil
lation. In addition and even more imponant both ap
proaches lead to a strong overestimation of the thenmll 
ampli tude, when compared to the data set. 111Os, ther
mal diffusion fac tors aT estimated accordi ng to leuen
berger and Lang l20] and van der Valk 143] seem to be not 
appropriate to simulate themwl fractionation of 180 160 
or 160 2 in ai r. The reason is that neither nHxiel is able 
to properly predict the interaction forces involving non
polar but elongated molecules and oxygen belongs to this 
group (see appendix A for more detail). 

In order to get a first idea about themlal fractionation 
of oyxgen isotopes in air. three different approaches arc 
applied: 

( j) 0"'1' of 1602 in air is derivcd from measurements 
of Waldmann [44] carried out at temperatures of 
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(ii) 

(i ii) 

89, 194. and 283 K, as summarized in Grew and 
Ibbs f 12]. Assuming a linear temperature depen
dent:c of the 0'1' as c.g. suggcsted by Grad lcv 
and Scveringhaus flO], the corresponding value aT 
of 160z in air for the Halley mean annual tem
perature of 254 K is determined to 15.4 10- 3 

(ar C60z in ai r, T).103 = _:;!O~~.7 + 23.31,eoeffi
cient of determination is 0.98, no uneenainities are 
given for the measurements by Waldmann l44J). 
a T of 1SOl60 in air is derived from matt:hing with 
the Halley lim air measurements. 

In this approach the a T of 160z in air and the 01' of 
t80](;0 in air are calculated from the following set 
of equations: 

aT e 80 l60 j air) = are 80 160 / HlOz ) 

+ a1'( l6Oz/ air) 
( 14) 

( 15) 

where the M * arc the proportionate mass dif
ferences as defined in equation 18 of appendix 
A (I.e. MI = 0.034 or 0.032 kg mol - I and 
Mz = 0.029 kg mol - I). Equation 14 represents 
the additivity of the thermal diffusion fac tors (pro
vided each addend is known with respect to a 
ternary mixture, see van del' Va lk 143]). Applica
tion of the linear mass dependency (equation 15, 
compare Leuenberger and Lang [20]) implies the 
interaction forces to be approx imated properly by 
a binary mixture. Knowing thennal fractionation 
of 180 160 in 1602, the Or of ]602 in air and 
a T of ]80]60 in air can be calculated explicitly. 
aT (180160/ 1602 ) is derived from the thermal di f
fusion sensitivity of oxygen with respect to nitro

gen. I.e. the slope !::2, times the corresponding 

0 1' of 15N] ']N/ 14N2 asc.g. suggested by Severing

haus et al.l36J. :::~ is 1.55 ±O.04 in annual aver
age as determi ned rom the Halley lim air profiles, 
while the temperature dependent thcrmal fr:letion
alion factors of I"N/14 Nz are calculated accord
ing to the logarithmic lit of Leuenberger et al. [2IJ. 
Mean annual site temperatures, i.c. 254 K in case 
of Halley, arc chosen as 11 first estimatc. In general, 

!::2 increases with rising tennparature. 

Determination of the a T is carried out in the same 
way as in case (ii). Howevcr, instcad of estimating 

aT of \80160 in ]60 z based on the slope : : :~. 
the laller quantity is taken as the variable. T lis 

means that :::2 is varied until the simu lated pro

files match the 15 180 lim air data, which is the case 
61~0 

for~ = 1.3. 

The best match between the fim air data set und si m
ulated profiles by forci ng thermal diffusion of 160z in 
air with a T = 15.4 . 10- 3 according to Waldmann [441 
(casc (i» is achieved by using 01' = 18.5· 10- 3 for the 
frac tionation of 180 lGO in air (compare yel low profiles 
in Figure 6). The second approach, (ii), leads to a slight 
overestimation of lhe flm air data sct by the model , as 
depicted by the red profi les in Figure 6. 111e correspond
ing thermal diffusion factors are a T = 9.4 . 10- 3 for the 
fractionation of lGOz in air and 15.2 . 10- 3 for 180 16 0 
in air. 111£ best match between data and model using ap

proach (iii) is obtained for the slope !::2 = 1.3 leading 

to a TeGOz/ai r) .103 = 7.9 and O"T e GO I80 / air) .103 = 
12.7 (green profiles in Figure 6) . 

Assuming the measurements of Waldmann [44J to be 
representative for thermal fractionation of 160z in air, 
case (i) (yellow proliles in Figure 6) seems to be the most 
likely. However. application of the additivity (equation 

14, van def Val k r43]) leads to a slope !::2 = 0.83, 
which is about half of what is cxpected for the mcan 
annual Halley temperature of 254 K: 1.55 ± 0.04 from 
Halley data (see above) or 1.66 as derived by Severing
haus etlii. [36] from Siple Dome fim air (corresponding 
to a mean annual temperature of 255 K). On the other 
hand, taking into account the temperature dependence of :::2 (via a 'r( 15Nl .IN/ 14Nz), see above) and with it, of 

Ore80 lGOj lGOz) , the ~::2 = 1.55 ± 0.04 as derived 
from the Halley profiles (case (ii), simulations depictcd 
in red in figure 6) is more comparable with slopes de
rived for a much lower mean annual temperlllure, e.g. :::2 = 1.56 ± 0.09 in case of Kohnen- EDML with a 
mean annual temperature of 228.7 K [47J. The same is 

valid for case (iii). where a slope of ~::2 = 1.3 only 
leads to a proper match between firn air data and simula
tions (green profiles in figure 6). 

The effect of disequilibrium with respect to temper
ature owing to the slightly different diffusion speeds of 
oxygen and nitrogen in air turns out to be ncgligible for 
Halley fim air in this context. Severinghaus et al. [36] 
obtained the same result fro m their SOUlh Pole and Siple 
Dome profi les. 

Regarding case 0) doubts on the accuracy of the mea
surements made by Waldmann l44] seem to be allowed. 
The additivity (eq uation 14, van del' Valk 143]) docs only 
lead to reasonable results. if at least two of the three 0'1' 

are available with respect to air (or at least fo r a ternary 
system comprised by N z, 160Z and 180lGO for thc case 
undcr discussion, in ordcr to properly simulate the inter
action forccs). Thus, measurements of all three relevant 
thermal fractionation factors (i.e. of 1G0z and 180 16 0 
with respect to N z in the gas mixture air and of 180 160 
in 160z in air) are required for a proper prediction of the 

a T · 
Having a look at cuses (ii) and (ii i) the first assum p

tion to be doubted is the applicabi lity of the linear mass 
depcndence (equation 15). As clearly stated by Leuen
berger and Lang [20] a linear mass dependence of the a T 
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with respect to temperature is valid only for binary mix
lures. In order \0 simulate the relevant interaction forces 
for thermal fractionation of oxygen isotopes in air prop
erly, a mixture of al least three compounds has \0 be as-

M' ( I ~O I60Jair) 
sumed. Taking the mass dependency , ~o I ') as "'-( 2 aIr 
a variable and a realistic slope of 1.7 for the mean an
nual Halley temperature of 254 K a good match between 
model si mul:llions and Halley lirn air can be achieved 

.('50 '~OJ . 
wi th A~/ .{ 1 60l/at~n ~ 5. Especially as these assump-

tions would imply a OT of 1602 in air. which is approx i
matelya factor o f 10 smaller, than derived from the mea
surements of Waldmann r 44], this neither seems to be a 
realistic solution. 

Assuming Ihe ul1ccnainity of the aT (grey shaded ar~ 
eas in Figure 6) to be represented by a ± 15 % interval 
around the best match between model and data (cases (i) 
and (iii)) most of the data variability (one standard dev i ~ 

alion) is covered by the model for each of the cases (i, 
ii and iii) for the time range between April (Figure 6b) 
and December (Figure 61). As already observed for J I5N 
(Figure 5a) the seasonal thermal amplitude is overesti~ 
mated by the diffusion-temperature model for February 
(Figure 6a). This cannot be explained by the unclear pre~ 
diction of the crT as the Jl80 data points arc not covered 
by the uneertainity interval (grey shaded area in Figure 
6a). Thus, the assumption of convective mixing overlay~ 
ing diffusion in Halley is also supported by the behaviour 
of J I80. 

In summary, taking into aecount each of the three ap~ 
pro.ldles (i), (ii) and (HO, no dear prediction can be made 
for the thermal diffusion factors of ]80160 in air and 
1602 in air (the aT pairs leading to a match bctwecn 
model and Halley fim air data togethcr with those derived 
from the model approaches of Le uenberger and Lang [201 
and van der Valk [43] arc summarized in Table 3 of ap~ 
pcndix A). Thus, in order to confirm the results, mea~ 
surements of themlal fractionation of oxygen in the gas 
mixture air are required. 

As expected from the mass ratio the heavier 180 160 
(0.034 kg mol - I) is compared to the surface enriched in 
the rim with respect to tGoz (0.032 kg mol - I. sce Table 
I) in summer (Figures 6a and 6f). In contrast, a depletion 
of 180 160 to 160Z is observable fo r winter (Figures 6c 
and 6<1). The intermediate stage, i.e. spring represcnted 
by Figure 6c and autunm (Figure 6b) is characterized by 
a twofold osci llation with a lower amplitude owing to the 
reversal of rim temperature (see above). 

4.3 T hermal fractionation of CO2 

Ln contrast to the isotopic species discussed in the pre~ 
vious section, CO2 docs not have a constant atmospheric 
history but shows a strong trend. Recent atmospheric 
COz concentrations for Halley are available from flask 
sample data since 1983 in monthly resolution (provided 
by Thomas J. Conway from NOAA [42]). In order to 
extend the concentration input to preindustrial times, the 
atmospheric C02 trcnd as inferred from the Law Dome 

icc core 19] is used (back to t 720 AD). 

Figure 7 shows the CO2 profiles rcvealed for Halley 
lim betwecn February (Figure 7a) and December (Fig~ 

ure 7f) 2003. Data presented are normalised with respect 
to the NOAA standard (section 3). Data poims obviously 
subjected to systematic errors are eliminated based on the 
nomwlization interval (compare Figure 12 of appendix 
C). In addition. the data set is corrected for the depth 
shift of the samplc levels owing to densification of the 
fim and accumulation (append ix B). 

Based on fim temperature and concentration input dif~ 
fusive mixing of COz in Halley fim is modelled with the 
l--dimensional diffusion-temperature model (section 2). 
The strong recent anthropogenic COz rise of more than 
2 ppmv a - I (compare NOAA record) is clearly repre
sented by a C02 decline of about 4 ppmv between the 
surface and 20 III depth (Figure 7a to 7f, bold black and 
bold blaek dashed lines). Taking into account smoothing 
of concentration gradients in rim air by ordinary diffu~ 
sion, this concentration difference is in good agreement 
with the COz gas age of about 2.6 years before 2003 cal~ 
culated for 20 m depth. 

Therntal diffusion of COz in air is simulated with 
0'1' = 57.3 . 10- 3 according to Leuenberger and Lang 
[20! (bold black lincs in Figure 7) and a T = 67.8 .10- 3 

(Table 3 of appendix A) according to the approach of 
van der Valk [43] (bold dashed black lines). Owing to the 
higher standard deviation of some dma points (especially 
of the February profile, compare Figure 7a) and some 
data points obviously subjected to systematic errors, even 
if the datn set has been revised. no error estimate for a T 

can be derived from the data. Experimental estimates for 
the thermal diffusion factors of COz in Nz according to 
Grew and Ibhs f12] are in the range between 36.10- 3 

(T = 283 K) and 61 10- 3 (288 K .::; T .::; 373 K). 
The latter estimate is in the same ordcr of magnitude 
as the lindings from the theoretical approaches accord~ 

ing to Leuenberger and Lang ]20] and van dcr Valk [43]. 
However, neither of the empirically revealed values cor~ 
responds to polar temperatures (T = 254 K for Halley). 

In order to separate the effect of thermal diffusion from 
the imprint of the annual seasonality in the atmospheric 
CO2 history, CO2 fim air profiles are simulated without 
thermal diffusion, i.e. 1'I'D = 0 (fine black lines). The 
seasonal themlal amplitude is represented by the bell
shaped deformation in the uppermost about 5 m of the 
COz profiles (compare bold black and bold black dashed 
lincs in Figure 7a to 7f). The magnitude of the scasonal 
thermal amplitude is not more than 0.7 ppmv (compare 
fine black and bold black lines at maximum thermal os~ 
cillation in Figure 7) corresponding to a temperature dif~ 
ferenee of about 10 K between the surface and 5 III depth 
(Figure 7a or 7f) during the entire year. Thus, evcn for 
sites with stronger seasonal tcmperature asymmetry or 
surface convection (rectifier e ffect [36, 47]) only minor 
elrect of thennal diffusion of CO2 on the air conserved ill 
air bubbles of dcep icc cores has to be expectcd. 

The observed thermal amplitude is basically confirmed 
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by the data points even if they show a strong scatter 
(owing to experimental problems in the field) . In sum
mer, when tim temperature increases towards the surfacc 
(eomparc Figure 4a or 4f) C02 in the fim is enriched 
wi th respect to air (compare Figure 7a or 7f) owing to its 
larger molar mass (0.044 kg mo l- l vs. 0.029 kg mol - l 

for air, see Table I). Accordingly, compared to the sur
face a depletion of CO2 is observable in winter (Figure 
7c or 7d), which corresponds to the inverted tempera
ture profi le (Figure 4c or 4d), i.e. colder temperatures 
towards the surface. [n spring (Figure 7e) and autumn 
(Figure 7b) the proliles forced by concentration oscilla
tions only (line black lincs) are intersected twice by the 
model funs accounting for thermal diffusion (bold black 
or black dashed lines, respectively). This is due to the 
reversal of the temperature prolile from winter towards 
summer conditions (compare Figure 4c and 4c). 

Figure 8 gives a summary of the Halley CO2 lim 
air profiles as predicted with the diffusion- temperature 
model simulated without thermal diffusion 0TD = 0) in 
order to investigate the effect of seasonality in the atmo
spheric C02 history observed in Halley. Different line 
sty les represent the different seasons reaching from mid 
of February to end of December 2003. 

Seasonal atmospheric CO2 variations have a magni
tude of about ± O.5 ppmv in Halley with a minimum in 
autumn and a maximum in spring (NOAA data [42J) and 
are caused by variations of the net primary production 
of carbon L13 1. Net primary production is the remain
der of the carbon nux into the terrestrial biosphere (I.e. 
carbon fixed in photosynthesis by terrestrial plants) and 
the return of carbon by respiration of terrestrial plants 
and soil [131. Carbon consumption by photosynthesis 
is highest in spring and summer leading to decreasing 
atmospheric CO2 concentrations in Halley. Respi ration 
from soils takes also place in wintcr, which is why at
mospheric C02 increases in Halley during this season. 
In addition, for southern latitudes, the ocean- atmosphere 
gas exchange plays an important role in determining the 
seasonal cycle of CO'}. [131. 

111e seasonal variations in the atmospheric CO2 con
centration mentioned above are well reproduced by the 
diffusion- temperature model. Minimum concentrations 
appear on the surface in February 2003, i.e. autumn 
(black line, Figure 8), while the concentration maximum 
is reached in late October (black short dashed line). A 
continuous concentration increase can be observed from 
late April (grey short dashed line) to late August (grey 
dashcd line). The decrease of atmospheric C02 in spl; ng 
and sUlllmer is represented by a concentration deeline be
tween the October and the late December surface (grey 
line in Figure 8). The seasonal pattern is visible in the 
CO2 lim air profiles down to about 2.5 m depth. At this 
level , the imprint of the annual amhro(X)genic CO2 in
crease overlays the effect of seasonal variability and the 
profiles turn baek to their origi nal order, i.e. the younger 
the air, the highcr the CO'}. concentration (profiles from 
28.10.03 and 22. 12.03 intersect at this depth). Thus, a 
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Figure 8: Summary oj the Hafley CO'}. profiles as jUl/c
tioll oj depth simlliated with the diffusion-temperature 
model. while themwl diffusion is switched off( i.e. iT D = 
0, compare section 2). Different seasom are represented 
by I'arious line styles. 

seasonality of ± O.5 ppmv as detected in the atmospheric 
CO'}. record of Halley only has a minor effect on the 
CO2 tim air profiles. In addition, from comparison with 
the lim air data (Figure 7), seasonal amplitudcs in tim 
air CO2 are underestimated (fine black lines vs. bold 
black or bold black dashed lines, respectively in Figure 
7). when only the seasonality of the atmospheric CO'}. 
concentrations detected in Halley is considered. [n par
ticular, this is sup(X)rtcd by the proliles analysed from 
February to August 2003 (Figure 73 to 7d). Owing to 
the very poor sample quality, no clear conclusion can be 
drawn from the October and December profiles (Figure 
7e and 71). 

Taking into account thermal diffusion leads not only to 
a mOTe rea[istie seasonal amplitude predicted for the fim 
air profiles but also to a shift of about 0.2 ppmv (corre
sponding to a temperature increase of approximately 2 K 
between 7.5 III and 20 III depth) towards lower CO2 con
centrations (compare Figure 7, fine black vs. bold black 
or bold black dashed lines, respectively). Therefore, re
garding the concentration of the fim air finally occludcd 
in air bubbles at the close-off level, thermal diffusion of 
CO2 in firn air plays only a minor role. 

5 Conclusions and outlook 

The imprint of atmospheric temperature and concen
tration seasonality on the composition of fim air has been 
invcstigated on a multi proxy filll air data set retrieved in 
Halley in 2003. 

Seasonal atmospheric temperature variations leading 
to temperature osci llations in the firn column are repro
duced properly by the temperature-model forced with the 
surfaee temperature history from Halley. Thus, the de-
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pendency of the thermal conductivity Ii on the fim den
sity as calculated according to [321 is sufficient also on 
a seasonal scalc. Furthermore, depth correct ion owing 
to fim densification and additional accumulation as pre
dicted with a l-dimensional box model agrees well with 
the reduction of the analysed diurnal temperature cyele. 
Therefore, this box model seems to be appropriate for this 
purpose. 

Thermal fractionation is simulated in thc diffusion
temperature model based on 131, 321 with respect to air 
and for a binary mixture. Within an uneenainity range of 
± 3 % [lljthermal diffusion of 15N14N in air as forced 
wi th the thermal diffusion factor according 10 the log
arithmic fit of Leuenberger et al. l2tJ (filling the mea
sureme11ls of Grachev and Severinghaus III J) leads 10 a 
good agreement between fi111 air data and model predic
tion. Thermal diffusion of t80160 in air, 160Z in air, and 
C02 in air is foreed with two different model approaches 
(accord ing to Leuenberger and Lang 1201, van del" Valk 
(431) in order to estimate the thennal diffusion factor aT. 
As expected from theory. comparison of data and model 
output reveals that application of neither model leads to 
a proper prediction or the seasonaltherm;ll amplitude for 
0180. In contrast , bOlh models predict reasonable a .,. in 
case of C02. 

The thermal diffusion factor for C02 in air seems to 
be in thc range between aT = 57.3· 10- 3 (according 
to Lcuenberger and Lang 120]) and a T = 67.8.10- 3 

(according to van der Valk [43]). However, the variabil
ity of the CO2 data is on the same order of magnitude as 
the Ihem131 fractionation (0.7 ppmv in case of Hal ley, see 
above). Thus, the aT derived fo r COz with respect to air 
should be confirmed by measurements or extrapolations 
based on a fim air data set of higher sample quality. 

In order to get a first idea about thermal fractionation 
of !G02 in air and 180 160 in air three different seenarios 
were applied. In summary it can be concluded, that these 
approaches lead 10 a realistic estimate for neither a T. In 
addition. the measurements of Waldmann [451 seem to 
be questionable and furthermore , the applicability of the 
linear mass dependence of the themlal diffusion factors 
not possible for a gas mixture comprised by more than 
two species (as already stated by Leuenberger and Lang 
l20]). Thus, for a clear prediction of the thermal frac
tionation factors of 180 160 in air and 1602 in air detailed 
experimental investigations are required. 

Seasonal osci llations observed in the fim air profiles 
of C02 and the ii>olOpcs 01 5N, and 0180 act as expected 
from theory during the entire year. The imprint of both, 
seasonal atmospheric temperature variations and atmo
spheric concentration oscillaltions are well reproduced 
by the diffusion- temperature model. One exception is 
the flrn air profile sampled in February. The overestima
tion of the seasonal thennal amplitude observed in case of 
015N, and 0180 is attributed \0 surface convection over
laying diffusive mixing. A convective layer with a ver
tical extension of not more than 0.5 m is expectcd for 
Halley fim [47]. 

Seasonal concentrat ion oscillat ion s of ± 0.5 ppm v as 
observed in the atmospheric C02 history of Halley innu
enee the firn air profiles only within the uppcnnost about 
2.5 m. Furthermore, forcing the diffusion- temperature 
model with a constant CO2 input concentration leads to 
a thermal amplitude for C02 of not more than 0.7 ppmv 
corresponding to a temperature difference of about 10 K 
between the surface and 5 m depth. [n addition, thermal 
diffusion leads to a C02 shift of about 0.2 ppmv owing to 
the temperature gradient of about 2 K between 7.5 III and 
20 III depth in Halley fim. Thus. neither a concentration 
seasonality of ± O.5 ppmv nor thermal diffusion will lead 
to considerable changes in the eomposilion of the C02, 
which is finally occluded into air bubbles at the elose-off 
level. 

In order to improve the prediction of the thermal dif
fusion effect by the diffusion-temperature model, more 
reliable estimationi> of the thermal diffusion factors of 
180 16 0 in air, 160:2 in air, and C02 in air are desirable. 
To this end, a fim air data set of higher sample quality 
would be helpful. 
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A Estimation of the thermal diffusion factor 

Thermal fractionation can be described as a concen
tration gradient arising in an initially uniform gas mix
ture owing to temperature differences withi n the mixture. 
Usually thc heavier mo[ecules diffuse down the temper
lIture grad ient towards the colder end, whi le the lighter 
ones tend to the warmer regions. The conccntration gra
dient is counterbalanced by ordi nary diffusion , until a 
quasi steady stllte is established L121. 

The magnitude of thermal diffusion is determined by 
the themlal diffusion facto r CtT, which depends on the 
concentration of the diffusing species and their molecu
lar interactions. interactions take place between like (i.e. 
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molecules or the same type) and unlike (molecules of dif
fcrcnt types) molecules 129]. 

For the simulation of the molecular interaction forces 
different molecular models are .wadable in order to ex
press the potential energy of the system as function of 
the dis tance /" in- between the molecules. A summary is 
given on page 339 ct scqq. in Waldmann [45J. For the 
simulation of a T the Lennard-Jones potential 6 is ap
plied. as it also includes thc temperature dependency of 
aT. Anraction and repulsion forces are given in the gen
eral equation from Lennard- Jones according to 

( 16) 

whcre ~ and II refer to the repu lsive and K,' and v' to the 
allractivc force [45]. Thc theory applies to interactions 
of non- polar, non- reactive spherical molecules like the 
noble gases [45]. 

A. I Molecular interaction based on the Lennard
Jones (13,7) model 
Leucnberger and Lang [20J applied an approach given 

in Grew and Ibbs [121 to cxpress the interaction forces 
with the Lennard- Jones (13,7) potential (i.e. II = 13 
and v ' = 7). which has been successful in accounting for 
the equation of state and other properties of many gases 
[12]. This approach requires an isotopic mixture, i.e. like 
and unlike molecules can be assumed to interact with the 
same law and accordingly, the collision integrals differ 
only because of the different molecular masses. Further
more, the mass difference J'P of the molccu les is as
sumed to be small . Provided these conditions the thermal 
diffusion factor can be expressed as [12, 20J 

l5Af "CO - l )(A + I ) 
OT = A(ll 4B + 8A) . 

where 1\1 · is the proportionate mass difference 

(17) 

( 18) 

Afl and Ah are the molar masses of the gas species (see 
Table I). The vllriables A, Band C represent ratios of 
the dimensionless integrals 0 lj describing the collision 
cross sections of two interacting molecules i, j . The col
lision integrals depend on the quantity k~T . For isotopic 
mixtures aT can be expressed directly as a function of 
the I.:;r, where k is the Boltzmann constant. T the tem
perature and - f the potential energy of two molecules 
at the equilibrium separation, i.e in the minimum of the 
Lenllilrd- Joncs potential (~ = 0 or attractive equal to 
repu lsive force , [12 D. 1.:; is approximately equivalcnt to 

f, where Tc is the criticaltempcrature Ll2J. The critical 
temperature is the temperature above which a substance 
cannot exist in the liquid state, regardless of the pressure 
[46]. Thus, given Tc as e.g. tabulated in Weast and Astle 
[46], the dependency of a T from 1.:'[ can be expressed by 

6.0xtO·3 
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Figure 9: Thermal (fiffllsion facfors a T for I&N I4N 10 
14N2. Black lines represenr the calcillation of OT ac
cording 10 Leuenbelger and Ulng /20]. Measuremellfs 
carried OllT by Grachev alld Se\'erillgltlllis (II J (ollly "re
cel11" data are cOl1sidered) for O"T of 15NUN to l 'IN2 ill 

plII"e N 2 are delJicred as grey squares. O"T of 15NI4N to 

1'1 N 2 measured ill I!(III/raf air are marked by black circles. 
A logarithmic jitthrough a large amOUnT of (fatafrom \'Gr
iOlls allfhors (compare Leuenbelger ef al. /2/ 1)for OT of 
I&N I4N to 14N2 (dashed black line) matches wellwilh fhe 
measuremellls ofGrachev and Se~·erillg/wlIs / J / J. 

A, Band C as tabulated in Grew and Ibbs [12] (Table II 
A on page 122) for equal proportions of the gas species 
in a binary mixture, i.e. CI = C2 = 0.5. 

In Figure 9 thermal fractionation as function of tem
perature T calculated with the approach of Leuenberger 
and Lang f20] desaibed abovc is compared with mea
surements carried out by Graehev and Severinghaus [II J 

(for 15 NI 4 N to 14Nz). As clearly visible in Figure 9a, 
Leuenberger and Lang [20] (black line) slightly overes
timate thernlal fractionation of 15 Ni 'IN to 14 Nz as mea
sured by Grachev and Severinghaus [II J in pure nitrogen 
(grey squares) and air (black cireles). In contrast, a log
arithmic fit (oT(T) = 0.0046U98 1nT - 0.02182912, 
dashed black line) through a considerable amount of data 
for aT of 15 NJolN to 1.IN2 providcd by various authors 
(compare Leuenberger el al. 121]) matches well with the 
measurements. 

As mentioned above, the approach of Leuenberger and 
Lang [20] is applicable for isotopic mixtures only. In 
contrast, our diffusion- temperature model (scction 2) re
quires a binary mixture. As a first approach Leuenberger 
and Lang [20] applied the isotopic model to calculate the 
thermal fmctionation of the species 1602, 180 160. and 
C02 in nitrogen. As atmospheric air consists of 78 % 
nitrogen (Table I) the approximation of the gas mixture 
air by nitrogen should be appropriatc. In order to de
rive the ratios of the coll ision integrals A, Band C (sec 
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above) Leuenberger and Lang [20J combined thc critical 
tcmpcraturcs of nitrogcn and of the corrcsponding scc
ond gas specics by weighting with thc proportions on thc 
atmospheric air composition (Table I). Fol lowing this ap
proach, the fiT for the annual mean temperature in Halley 
of about 254 K (Table 2) are summarized in Table 3. 

A.2 Molecula r inte.-action as desc.-ibed with the 
Lennard- J ones (6,12) model 
In ordcr to model thermal fractionation of an isotopic 

mixture in air, a thcory to derive themlal diffusion factors 
in polynary mixturcs as given in van der Valk [43J shall 
be discussed in the following. Fractionation in polynary 
mixtures can be si mulated by pairwise additive interac
tions L29j. For equilibrium conditions the thermal diffu
sion process can be expressed as (compare equation 6) 

f}Ck =-Ck ~c.o~; fJlnT. ( 19) 
f}z ~ J J f}z 

j=1 

where Ck 2::;'= 1 Cjfikj is the polynary themlal diffusion 
ratio according to Waldmann J45J (with 'i,j,k EN). 
c;. Cj, ' . . ,C" are thc concentrations of the n different gas 
specics in the mix ture, where the condition 2:: ~=t Ck = 1 
has to be fulfilled. The fiij arc arithmctric variables 
(i.e. non measurablc quantities) with fiU = - aji and 
fi ji = O. Based on Waldmann [45J thc fiij arc the re
sult of a 4 th order determinant in the numerator and a 3 rd 

order detemlinant in the denominator [43], namel y 

au Q'12 (lIm 1 

a" a" a2m 1 

det 

a", ((,,2 an.m 1 
bl,ij b2,ij bm,ij 0 

fi ij =-

det ( ) (til (lIm 

a,,1 (In.,,, 

The matrix clemcnts ar~ and bs .ij , whcre 1', s 
1,2 . .. . , 11 are calculated in the following manner: 

6C;, - 5 
bi,ij = -lU ll £. . i.c. s = i ., 

6C··· - 5 
bj .ij = M ij ~ . ' i.c. s = j ,. 

i.c. s = k '# i ,j 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

In order 10 solve equation 20 the following symbols and 
variables have to be defined: 

Alij and illji arc the mass relations (compare also 

equation 18) calculated according to 

lIIi 
il l i] = 70'=.,.,

M,+ Mj 
M j 

1IJ j i = ,..",",,., 
lIIj + Mi' 

(23) 

where M i and I'lj are the molar masses of the gas species 
i and j (see Table I). 

The variables F ij and F t j follow the definitions 

F ij = 6Mi~ + (5 - ~2 Bi'j) MJ; 

+ 156 
M ij M ji A:j (24) 

p *, = - 11 + 12 n~ . + 16 A~ . 
I) 5 'J 5 ." 

whilc the variables E ij are defined by 

g ._ ~/2 fl. r,2·(O'ii )2 (25) 
'J - 5 ilIj ; fl.U· O'ij 

Similar to the constants A, B, C mentioned above the ra
tios of the collision integrals have to be defined for the 
interaction of different molecules. According to Wald
mann [45J and Hirschfelder et al. LI5J this le'lds to the 
following expressions for the Aij. 8 ij and Cij 

(26) 

where the results are all very nearly unity [45, 15J. Thc 
star in the superscript implies thc collision integrals fl. lr 
applied 10 be relative to the collision integrals calculated 
for the rigid sphere potential (compare Waldmann [45J. 
page 340, paragraph a). A list of thc fl.g. needed to cal
culate the Aij . 8ij and Ctj is given in Hirschfelder et al. 
L 15J (Table I-M on page 1126 et s(..'<I.). while the combi
nation of the two interacting gases i,j is implicitely ex
pressed by the combined reduced temperature T * . The 
rcduced tcmperature is dcfincd as T · = kT. where !. , , 
can bc approximated with f = O.77Tc for spherical nOI1-
polar molccules obeying the Lennard- Jones (6, 12) poten
tial [15 J. Thus, T * can be cxpressed as T* = O. ;~T .. for a 
certain gas species, whcre Tc reprcscnts the critical tcm
perature. I.n order to calculate the combined reduced tem
perature as listed in Hirschfelder et al. [ 15J, combination 
rules for the energy parameters f forcing the Lcnnard
Jones (6, 12) potential have to be applied. A second force 
constant necessary to drive the Lennard- Jones (6, 12) po
tential is the combined atomic diametcr 0' ij . 

For like interactions, i.e. i = j these force constants 
arc tllbulated in Hirschfcldcrct al. [15J (Table I-A on pagc 
1110 ct seqq.). In order to derive the force constants for 
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to air at 254 

15N11 N 3.7 I) 
IIN2 _5.3 3 ) 

180 160 (25.0) 2) (23.5) 3) 

18.5.&) 15.2 5) 12.76) 
U}0 2 ( 14.6) 2) (1 3.9) 3) 

15.4 .& ) 9.4 5) 7.96) 

I) ±3 -:. . accord ing 10 Leuenberger el aL 121]. 

Grachl. ... and $c\'eringhau, [III 
2) acCOfding 10 Leucnberger and Lang [20J 

3) according 10 van dcr Valk 143) 

Ba.'ctl on Halley 6 180 profile, of2003: 

4) ca,c (i): Ct 'r(l60 2!air ) according 10 Waldmann [44] 

Ii) ~a,e ( ii): according 10 l'<jumions 14 anti )5 wilh 

~ ". 1.55 ± 0.(1;1 (derived From HaUey) 

6) :a,c ( iii): according loequmions 14 anti 15 wilh ~::2 = \.3 

Table 3: Tll ermal (Iiffllsion faclOrs Or of different gas 
s1,ecies il1l'estig(ltell ill Illis silldy calclilated lI'ilh respeci 
10 air for 254 K. 1'1Iemllli fmcliollation of 15N1•1N ill 

(lir I ) is approximllled willi Or of u'Ni<lN ill 14N2 from 

Ille logaritlimicfil of Le//enberger el al. /21/ (ar(T) = 
0.00-161198111 T - 0.021 82912), which fi lS Ill e measllre
ments of Gracl,el' and Sel'uinglialls /11 f. Tile \'(lIlies la
beled Will, 2) refer 10 llie (lI'Proacli of Lellenberger and 
Lang /20/. where llie gas miXlllre air is approximllled 
willi N2. lAbel 3) marks the resllits of llie model of 
I'all der \t llk 143/ for a binary mixture of a gas lI'ilh air. 
Superscripl 'I) 10 6) refer 10 tlie O'r of 18 0 160 and 160 2 

ill air as deril'ed from 'he Haffey 2003 oHI O profiles (see 
legend amI section 4.2for(letail). 

unlike ill!eractions, no rigorous physical framework ex
ists 1.29J. The mOSI widely used combining rule for thc 
prediclion of Ihe unlike force constants is the Larcntz
Berthelot rule [29). Un like size paramcters are combined 
by an arilhmelic mean accord ing to 

(27) 

where U IO and Uj) arc the almoic diamclcrs for like inler
actions. Based o n little physical argument [291 combina
tion of the energy paramclers is achievcd by the geomet
ric mean 

(ij = ";(h(j), (28) 

with (ij and (jj representing the energies for like interac
tions. 

This approach can be applied on a lernary mixture CI, 
C2 in nitrogen. The ternalthennal ditTusion factor a:r" 
can be derived fro m combination of equation 19 applied 
10 Ihe conccntrm ions CI and C2 in a third gas having Ihe 
conccn!r.uion C3 (N2). Sol ulion of the systcm of equa
tions le:lds to the following ex pression for O'l;' r" [43J 

O'W" = [0',] + Ck(O;k - O'jk - O'ij)]. (29) 

In contr:lst to the O';j the O'~r" are measurable quanti tics. 

However_ as mentioned above, the modcl of van der 
Valk 1431 on ly applies 10 non- polar, spherical moleculcs_ 
i.e. noble gases (group ICU . i.e one--ccnter Lennard
Jones polential in Schnabel el al. (29]). N2 and O2 in 
contrasl belong 10 the group of non- polar but elongated 
molecules (2CU. i.c. symmetric Iwo--ccnter Lennard
Jones potenlia l) 1291. lllUs, in order to properly pre
dici Ihe interJ.ction forces of these molecules, model s o f 
higher complex ity are required. 

Despite Ihis limitation the model of van der Valk 143] 
is uscd as .10 :tddition:tl approach to estimme the thenna] 
diffusion f:lClors for I-I N 2_ 18 0 160, 160 2,40 Ar. aGAr and 
C02 in air. In contrast to the model applied by Leuen
berger ;lIld Lang 120J Ihe approach of van der Valk L43] 
gives the advantage Ihm the Lennard- Joncs (6, 12) polen
tial is dircct[y forced with the size and energy parametcrs 
o f the corrcsponding gas species. 

Table 3 gives an overview o f the thcrmal fractionation 
f:tc tors or obtained from Ihc different model approaches 
discuss(..>(] above for the gas species investigated in th is 
study. Calcu lations are carried oUI with respect to air and 
for T = 254 K_ In addition. the resu lts for the Or of iG0 2 
in ai r and 180 160 in air as derived based on the Halley 
oHIO profiles arc given (superscripls 4 ) 10 6»)_ The basic 
assumption o f case (i)l) is or('60 2! air) - 103 = 15.4 
according 10 Waldmann 144]. The Or derived from cases 
(1)°) and (iii)6) are dcri ved from solving equations 14 
(:lddi livily, van der Valk [43]) and 15 (mass dependence. 

Leuenberger and L.1ng [20)) based on !::2 = 1.55± 0.O-l 

(ii) or !::2 = 1.3 (i ii). respectively (compare seCl ion 4.2 
for fu rther delail). 

B Depth co .... ection 

Since the in-silu firn ai r sampling syslem in Ha[ley was 
insw[]cd in February 2003 depth levels of both, lim air 
sampling selup and thermistors, were shifted owing to 
snow nccumulation and sett ling of Ihc lim. As Ihe an
nual accumulation of 367 kg m- 2 a-I (corresponding 
to :lbout I m o f snow: Table 2) is quite high in Halley 
and fu rthe rmore, conditions affecting diffusion in the lim 
column alter conSiderably in the uppermOSI melers of the 
fim_ sample levels have to be correcled. 

To calculate this depth change, a 1--dimcnsional for
ward model has been dcveloped. The fi m column is sep
araled into boxes o f about 0.5 m height and Ihe depth 
change due to densification ;1I1d :lceumulation is calcu
lated as a function or lime. To simulale dynamic den
silication of Ihe lim. Ihe HClTon- Langway model fl 4J 
is applied, while seasonal snow accumulation and sur
face lempemturc oblained from the meteoro logica[ data 
sel (see Tables 2 and 4) are used as forci ng parameters. 

The e mpirical Herron- Langway densilicalio n model is 
based on Ihe assumption that during densilication o f fim 
the eh;mge of porosity is linearly related 10 the change in 
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day net acc. " day nct acc. ' 1 
(m snow) (m snow) 

29.01.03 -0.081 30.07.03 0.032 
19.02.03 0.051 27.08.03 0.139 
26.03.03 0.295 25.09.03 0.051 
30.04.03 0.094 28. 10.03 0.290 
15.05.03 0.037 26.11.03 -0.01 6 
25.06.03 0.087 23.12.03 -0.044 
I) snow stake meaSUTClllents. data provided by British. Antarctic 

Survey (UAS) 

Table 4: Monthly mean net accumulation as forcing for 
tlte Herron- Langway dellsijic(lfioll model. Tlte net ac
cumulation refers to ,lte time elapsed since the prel'ious 
date (beg inning of 2003 [or January). Negatil'e values of 
the net accumulation. as obsen'ed [or Jamwl}'. Novem
ber and December reflecI the all/oulll of [aI/en snow 10 be 
less Ih(1/1 ablation by wind or sublimation. 

stress due to the weight of the overlying snow [141: 

dp 
-2.- = const . pdz, 
PiC<! - P 

(30) 

where P is the fim density in depth z. This leads to 

din [---,-] 
C' 

P,<.-P 
(3 1) ~ P < Pss dz 

C" ~ 

din [~] 
Pss :::; P < Peo, (32) 

dz 

where G' = const · P ice (units m- I ) represents densifi
cation with depth for densities smaller than the critical 
density (compare section I) and accordingly, Gil the den
sifieation for P > Pss . The densificatiom. G' and Gil 
arc derived from the CRYOSTAT core drilled in Halley 
to G' = 0.09 m- I and Gil = 0.04 m- I [471. [n order 
to derive an expression for the densification rate, the sub
sti lU~ion dz = Ap' dt is applied to equations 31 and 32 
leadmg 10 

dp 
dt 
dp 
dt 

A" 
C'- (Pice - p), p < Pss (33) 

p,~ 

C" A" ( ) - Pice - P , Pss .::;: P < Peo · (34) 
Pice 

Hence, dynamic dens ification o f Halley fim is calculated 
according to equations 33 and 34. The initial mean den
sity profile on the other hand is approximated by applica
tion o f the Herron- Langway mode l for stationary condi
tions [141 based on Halley surfacc density Po, mcan an
nual accumulation A'" and temperature T (compare Table 
2). 

From this initial density profile (at timc t = 0, i.e at 
19.02.03) the snow mass m 'l,i of each box can be calcu
lated according to 

(35) 

where zJ+ t - zJ is the l--dimensional box volume, P~ 
and pJ+I are the densities at top of box i and box i + 1 (i 

referres to the box midpoints) and A Xil = 1 m2 is a refer
ence area. To account for mass conservation the mass of 
each box is held tem]Xlrally constant. 

Exemplarily the time interval between 19.02.03 and 
30.04.03 shall be disc ussed. In this period 0.389 III snow 
(compare Table 4) arc accumu lated on top of the original 
surface from 19.02.03. The surface density Po is assumed 
to stay constantly at 394 .4 kg m- 3 (Table 2) during the 

. I ",+ 1 0 cntlre year, tlUS Pj-2 = Po = Po · 
Densilication as function of time, i.e. from t = 0 to 

t = t + 6..t , is calculated according to equations 33 and 
34 fo r the top of each box i using a simple Eu ler forward 
method: 

m+' C' Apo ( 0) 't 0 Pj = -- Pice- Pj U + Pj' P < PS5 
P,cr 

(36) 

P'.>I+ t C,IApo ( 0) 't 0 , ~ --P;ee- Pj u + Pj' 
Pice (37) 

P SS :::; P < Peo · 

Thus, density p~l'+ 1 at lime t = t + !:::.t, depends on the 
density at the top of box 'i of the previous timestep (i.e. 
pJ for the current example), the corresponding net accu
mulation A· in kg m- 2 S- I (i.e. A· in m snow times 
Po in equations 36 and 37), the ice density P;ee (Table 2) 
and the densification G' or Gil, respectively as estimated 
from the initial density profile. 

Taking into account mass conservation (m s,; = 
const. 1:/ t), the new lower box limits Zj'+l at time t = 
t + 6..t arc determined according to 

(38) 

where the lower boundary Z~'+ l = z~ (at about 60 m 
depth) is held constant over the time interval tlL As the 
densification rate dp/ dt strongly decreases with depth, 
this assumption should be appropriate (density increase 
of less than 0.5 % at 60 III depth during onc 6..1,. i.e. 
between 19.02.03 and 30.04.03). Thereby, the density 
p;n+1 at the box midpoints is determined from linear in
terpolation bctween pj+' and pj'~~ t corresponding to 

the o ld box dimensions z?, zJ and zJ+,. New box mid
points finall y, arc calculated from the avarage o f the cor
responding box limits at time t = t + 6..t according to 
Z.,,+I = 0 5· ( ~'.'"' +I + Z,?+ I) 

I . "'", ,+1 ' 
lllis way, a dcnsity increasc o f ncarly 10 % is calcu

lated for the original surface snow of February 2003 (cor
responding to about l.l III depth shift between February 
and December of 20(3) and still approximately 5 % at 5 
m depth (i.e;::::: 0.7 m o ffset in December 2003 compared 
to February) For the same time period (Le. 19.02.03 10 
22. 12.03) It density increase of only I % (correspond
ing to about 0.4 III shift) is calculated for the 20 III depth 
level. The depth shift of around 1. 1 III of the surface level 
is in good agrecment with the total net acculTlulation at 
28.10.03 of about I m snow (Table 2). 
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As thc cffect of sCllling (and sintering) and accumu
lation on the density profile are not separated in the 
densifieation model of Herron and Langway [14] (com
pare equations 33 and 34) ablation events as detected for 
November and December 2003 (Table 4) cannot be con
sidered (see Weiler [47] for details). Thus, in case of 
the sampling date 22.12.03 depth levels are shifted by the 
same offset as calculated for 28.10.03, i.e. the last date 
with net accumulation (Table 4). 

C Data normalization 

Taking into account different configurations of the 
mass spectrometer and variations of the working stan
dard data arc normalized. C02 profiles are shifted with 
respect to atmospheric measurements carried out in HaI
ley in 2003 [421. IsolOpes arc normalized to 0 %" on 
the surface, where it is assumed that the working stan
dard has the same isotopic composition than the currelll 
atmosphere. 

Due to experimental problems during sampling in the 

field, some of the profiles are of lower sample quality. 
[n order to identify such samples subjected to systcmatic 
errors, the maximum or minimum shift required to nor
mal izc the data set with respect to the surrace is used as a 
measure (normalization interval). Those samples, which 
are not covered by the normalization interval are assumed 
to be subjected to systematic errors and thus, eliminated. 
Note, that the February profiles are not considered in this 
respect, as rather surface convection than systematic er
rors are the reason ror the discrepancy between data and 
model (sce section 4.2). 

Figures JO, J I and 12 show the rull data sets of the 
species 615N, 0180 and C02 together with the normal
ization intervals (grey shaded areas). Samples arc labeled 
in the same way than described in Figure 5. Model runs 
(lines) correspond to those discussed in section 4.2 (Fig
ures 5, 6 and 7). The data set as discussed in section 4.2 
is reduced 10 those samples, which are covered by the 
nomlalizmion interval. Obviously systematic errors have 
especially occurcd during the April and June sampling 
(Figures JOb and c, II band c, 12b and c). 
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Figure 10: 8 lf'N as SOllllJfetf ill Halley between Februm), and December 0[2003. Dar(l poillls are labeled ill the sallie 
lVay, Ihall described il1 Figure 5. Model rullS correspond to those discussed ill section 4.2 (Figl/re 5). The normalization 
il/fen'a! is represented by the grey shaded areas. 
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Figure 11: The ~'(l/lle figure as Figure 10 bill for J 180. Model rims correspond fO Figure 6 ill sectioll 4.2. 
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Figure 12: The samefiSllre as Figure 10 bur for C02. The corresponding Figure ;n seC/ion 4.2 is Figure 7. 
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